Abstract. The probability of a player winning a shutout in racquetball is calculated as a function of the probability that he wins any particular rally.
To win a game of racquetball it is necessary to win 21 points, and to win a point it is necessary to have the serve. If the loser has zero points at the end of the game, he is said to be shut out. We seek the probability P that player A shuts out player B, assuming that A has probability p of winning any particular rally.
Let P(n) be the probability that A wins n points while B wins zero points with A having the serve initially. Then P(n) satisfies the recursion relation (1) e(n) P(n 1)e(1).
Repeated application of (1), or induction on n, yields
P(n) [e(1)] n.
To find P(1), we note that A can win one point while B wins zero points in either of two ways. Either A can win the first rally and thus win one point, or he can lose the first rally and thus lose the serve but then win the second rally to regain the serve. After that he is in the same condition he started from, and again he has the probability P(1) of winning one point before B wins any. Thus P(1) satisfies the equation (3) P (1) When A has the serve initially, then the probability that he shuts out B is just P(21), where P(n) is given by (5). However if the initial server is determined by the toss of a fair coin or racquet, then A has probability 1/2 of having the serve initially. If B has the serve, A must win it and then win 21 points. Thus the probability P of a shutout is (6) P 1/2e(21) + /2pe(21 ).
Upon combining (5) and (6) 
